AN ICY WELCOME

Across
1. Group of persons carrying out work under manager (e.g. in a hotel )
4. Different from anything else
6. Movable contents of house or room such as tables, chairs, wardrobes...
9. To stop sleeping (e.g. Babies aften .... Because they are hungry)
11. Measure of weight
12. A hundred years
13. We went camping and we only took a tent and a ..........bag
14.

Down
2. Something or someone that is ..........a group of similar things, people, ideas, etc is one of the things that is included in the group.
3. The .......... outside was 30°C. It was chilling.
5. All children ..........a lot when their parents divorce
7. Person lodging / staying at hotel
8. Peter and I ..........a lot of time together
10. If something solid ..........it becomes a liquid especially alter being heated